Velstar International Named a 2017 Future 50 Award Winner by SmartCEO Magazine
Company Recognized for Fast Growth Following the Launch of Its Innovative Marketplace Platform
New York (Jan. 3, 2017) — Velstar International, (www.velstar.com) a global organization serving the
technology needs of enterprise and commercial real estate markets, today announces that it has been
recognized by New York SmartCEO as a 2017 Future 50 Awards winner. This program recognizes the
region’s 50 fastest-growing mid-sized companies based on a combined three-year average of revenue
and employee growth, and celebrates organizations that embody the entrepreneurial spirit critical for
leadership and success.
Leveraging a global supplier community of more than 90 companies, Velstar specializes in sourcing
best-in-class telecommunications, IT, wireless, cybersecurity and project management solutions that
meet clients’ unique operational needs. The company’s unbiased, broad-based portfolio of useful
resources ensures optimal service performance, ideal end-user experiences and the necessary financial
flexibility to meet any budget objective.
To better serve the amenity demands of the commercial real estate industry, Velstar recently introduced
the Velstar Marketplace™, an online resource of office building listings that provides valuable
connectivity information for both potential and existing tenants. This user-friendly platform offers
access to network fiber maps, available phone and internet providers and a real-time quoting portal for
over 50 different service options.
“At Velstar, we are passionate about providing best-in-breed services, solutions and resources to our
clients to ensure optimal work product and profitability,” explains Tony Ruggieri, Velstar’s Managing
Partner for Global Sales. “We are deeply honored by this recognition of our rapid growth and success
from SmartCEO, and look forward to many more years of service to our clients as a trusted technology
partner.”
Velstar and other winners of the 2017 Future 50 Award will be profiled in SmartCEO magazine and
celebrated at an awards gala on Thursday, March 16, 2017 in New York City. To learn more about Velstar
International, visit www.velstar.com.
###
About Velstar International
Established in 2004, Velstar International is a pioneer in client advocacy, serving the technology needs
of the enterprise and commercial real estate markets. As a global company, Velstar offers unbiased
representation of technology driven solutions from its global supplier community. Its innovative
platform, the Velstar Marketplace™, functions as a central repository of phone and internet resources,
providing useful information to building owners, building managers, real estate professionals and office
tenants that seek best-in-class amenities.
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